LORD Interior Isolators
For more than 85 years, LORD has been creating solutions for the aerospace industry’s most demanding challenges, including developing interior solutions to enable smooth, quiet rides.

**Industry Leading Performance**

Our noise efficacy and capabilities in elastomers, brackets and attachment features allow us to provide whole-aircraft noise control, and expertise for custom designs.

**Lighter Weight Solutions for Better Performance**

Our new lighter weight and durable plastic composite designs replace legacy isolators. Using these new isolator materials prevents galvanic corrosion within composite aircraft, and the plastic housings are typically lighter weight and have strength properties sufficient for most applications.

**Quicker and Easier Installation**

LORD interior isolators also have unique inner members to prevent over-torquing. This form allows the screw to spin freely until the preload builds up, thus reducing the tendency for the inner member to twist, and ultimately provides a vibration resistant joint.

**Less Complexity Can Reduce Costs**

LORD offers a full suite of interior isolators and rod ends and the unique attachment designs enable faster installations, while eliminating hardware and reducing tooling needs. We are able to use common-core designs for our isolators to reduce cost and complexity in larger installations.
We currently offer isolator technology in the following areas:

- Galley Mounts
- Sidewall Panel Mounts
- Floor Mounts
- Headliner Isolators
- Cabinets
- Bulkhead Mounts
- Partition Isolators
- Entertainment Center Isolators
- Window Reveal Isolators

We offer a wide array of innovative solutions for the aerospace industry. We can work with you to determine the LORD mount for your aircraft.

For more information, contact customer support at customer.support@lord.com or +1 877 ASK LORD (275 5673).